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S 11.CSD1               

(ETMF-11)

1. Introduction The text is not specific enough for an introduction to a global specification 

of this kind. The specification is specifically for content of the trial master 

file and NOT the “clinical trial domain”. The conduct of clinical trials 

creates numerous other data, documents and records – together with the 

systems that manage those data, documents and records - which are 

outside the scope of this specification.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00001.

html

This Specifcation is designed for use by 

application developers who wish to design 

interoperable systems for the eTMF domain.  

However, it is built on global internet standards, 

the foundational components of the 

specification will support other clinical trials 

domains as well.   Action:  Clarify in the 

introduction that focus is on eTMF domain.

A                         
9/8/14

S 12.CSD1            

(ETMF-12)

1.3 Non-Normative References The specification, vocabulary and TC Charter makes reference to the TMF 

Reference Model. The vocabulary includes specific text that originates 

from the TMF Reference Model and yet it is not included here as a non-

normative reference. Please include for completeness.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00002.

html

Add TMF RM as a non-normative reference. 

Although the Specification does not directly 

draw from the TMF RM, CareLex's work with NCI 

does reference TMF RM.   Action item:  Review 

all non-normative references. 

A                         
9/8/14

S 13.CSD1       (EMTF 

-13)

2. Problem Definition The abbreviation EDMS is more commonly used for “Electronic Document 

Management System” and not “Enterprise Document Management 

System”.

The problem that this specification addresses is not limited to those with 

ENTERPRISE Document Management Systems. The problem affects any 

organization using an ELECTRONIC record-keeping, ELECTRONIC records 

management or ELECTRONIC document management system for clinical 

trial documents or records.

The examples chosen to demonstrate the problem do not include the 

most common and most problematic issue facing the clinical trial domain, 

namely exchange of content between systems e.g. from CRO to sponsor. 

The ability to conduct searches across distributed sets of trial data is not 

the principal problem that stakeholders align themselves with.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00003.

html

A. Change term 'Enterprise' in first paragraph of 

2. Problem Definition, to 'Electronic' to match 

reference in section 2.1,  2nd paragraph. B.  

Insert reference to difficulty of content exchange 

between CRO-Sponsor systems in 1st paragraph.   

Action 1:  Aliaa please review use of electronic 

vs. enterprise term;   Action 2:  expand the prob 

statement to include system to system 

interoperability;  add an example of a common 

problem (ex:  CRO and sponsor both having 

different systems / schema, can't communicate)

A                         
9/8/14

S 17.CSD1     (ETMF-

17)

2.1 Background The phrase “as well as preparing content for regulatory submissions” in 

paragraph 3 of 2.1 is not clear, is often not true and adds ambiguity to the 

definition of an eTMF. Regulatory submission preparation systems are 

more commonly completely separate from eTMF so to include this phrase 

is likely to result on reader confusion.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00004.

html

Change text from:  'as well as preparing content 

for regulatory submissions.' to: 'for possible use 

in regulatory submissions.'

A                         
9/8/14
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S 16.CSD1      (ETMF-

16)

2.1 Background For many readers, including the vast majority of those outside the US, the 

term “archive” has a very specific meaning in a regulated environment. An 

archive is a repository specifically designed for the long-term retention 

and preservation of documents and records and NOT a pseudonym for a 

file system or other repository. Whilst an electronic trial master file 

system may additionally provide appropriate features to be an archive 

repository too, they are more often 2 separate entities. An electronic trial 

master file is more usually unlikely to be suitable for retention of trial 

master file content for periods in excess of 25 years, as required by EU 

Clinical Trial Regulation 536/2014.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00004.

html

Issues:  1) Use of the term archive; 2) An eTMF 

system may not be suited for long term archive 

of 25 yrs;    Action 1):  Relabel the term 'Archive' 

in its first use in the spec to digital archive, 

followed by reference to the term as 'archive'.  

The term digital archive is from NCI [Digital 

Archive (Code C114463)]; review uses of term 

archive throughout spec to ensure consistency.; 

clarify the use of the term digital archive - is not 

intended to support any specific storage format;  

Action 2):  Clarify what we mean by a digital 

archive, it's not intendend to conflict with the EU 

regulatory definition.  Beyond the scope of the  

spec - The format and the media that the archive 

is stored in is up to the implementing 

organization or regulatory agency.

A                         
9/8/14

S 14.CSD1   (ETMF-

14)

2.1 Background The phrase “clinical trial content” is used incorrectly. This specification is 

limited to the content of the trial master file and not ALL clinical trial 

content. Please replace with “clinical trial master file content”.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00004.

html

Adding clarifying statement on the scope of the 

content being limited in this spec to eTMF 

domain.

A                         
9/8/14

S 18.CSD1    (EMTF-

18)

2.1 Background This standard for the most part does not deal with the format of 

documents and records, rather the metadata. Therefore inclusion of the 

phrase “there is no standard that defines how eTMF documents and 

records should be formatted for electronic export” gives the impression 

early on in the specification that the document addresses document 

format, which it does not.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00004.

html

Change text from: 'Today, there is no standard 

that defines how eTMF documents and records 

should be formatted for electronic export'  to: 

'Today, there is no standard that defines how 

eTMF documents and records should be 

structured for electronic export.'

A                         
9/8/14

S 19.CSD1    (ETMF-

19)

2.1 Background The specification is concerned with the interoperability of eTMF 

documents and records and NOT with the export of content for regulatory 

submission purposes. Export formats that meet the requirements of 

government agencies is a requirement for regulatory submission systems 

and NOT electronic trial master file systems. To apply this requirement to 

an eTMF system that may be completely distinct and separate from an 

organization’s regulatory submission system adds no value. It would of 

course make sense to ensure an eTMF system is capable of exporting 

content in a format that was suitable for the organization’s regulatory 

submission system, but that should not be a prerequisite for an eTMF 

interoperability standard.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00004.

html

Changed text from:  'finally, any eTMF system 

must support government agency requirements 

for exported electronic records.'

to:  'Finally, any eTMF system should support 

government agency requirements for exported 

electronic records.'

A                         
9/8/14
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S 15.CSD1    (ETMF-

15)

2.1 Background The use of the word “automated” in paragraph 2 of 2.1 is not understood. 

Please explain what an “automated EDMS” is and how this differs from an 

“EDMS”  or remove the word “automated”.

The sentence “For those without access to EDMSs, a method to exchange, 

view, and navigate content offline is needed” is not understood. The use of 

an EDMS is unrelated to being online or offline. The issue is simply one of 

being able to exchange, view and navigate content on electronic 

repositories containing clinical trial master file content, irrespective of 

whether those repositories are enterprise systems, EDMSs, Microsoft 

Access databases or whatever.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00004.

html

Remove the word automated A                         
9/8/14

S 20.CSD1 2.1 Background Please change “clinical trial domain” in paragraph 3 of 2.1 to “clinical trial 

master file domain”; this specification is limited in scope to the trial 

master file only.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00004.

No change proposed. A                         
9/8/14

S 42.CSD1 4.1 Description of the 

Architecture

“The DIA TMF RM provides a set of terms for the industry through its 

published spreadsheet.” The TMF RM is more than just a set of terms. 

Through its use of zone, section and artifact hierarchy, it provides a 

taxonomy for trial master file content. Suggestion: “The DIA TMF RM 

provides a set of terms and taxonomy for the industry through its 

published spreadsheet”.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00018.

html

Change text to read:   “The TMF RM provides a 

set of terms and taxonomy for the industry 

through its published spreadsheet”.

A                         
9/8/14

 

S 41.CSD1 4.1 Description of the 

Architecture

The following statement is misleading: “healthcare and life sciences 

standards organizations such as HL7, CDISC, FDA, NIH and others”. FDA 

and NIH are not standards organizations. Please re-word. Suggestion: 

“healthcare and life sciences standards organizations such as HL7, CDISC 

and other healthcare/life sciences organization such as FDA, NIH and 

others”

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00018.

html

Change text to read:   "healthcare and life 

sciences organizations such as HL7, CDISC, FDA, 

NIH and others."

A                         
9/8/14

S 44.CSD1 4.1 Description of the 

Architecture

“This layer is based upon the W3C RDF/XML, which represents resources 

through the web, can be easily searchable, widely used, and allows sharing 

electronic information through the cloud.” This sentence does not make 

sense grammatically (e.g. “can be easily searchable”). In addition, adoption 

of the standard will not limit sharing electronic information vis “the cloud” 

only; this is confirmed in Section 2. Use of the term “the cloud” adds no 

value and introduced ambiguity.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00018.

html

This layer is based upon the W3C RDF/XML, 

which represents web-based resources, and can 

be easily searched, used, and shared through 

web-based applications.  (note: edit sentence 

grammar if needed)

A                         
9/8/14

S 43.CSD1 4.1 Description of the 

Architecture

“”…providing a path forward to a global ISO standard…”. The development 

of an OASIS standard to an ISO standard is outside the scope and remit of 

the OASIS TC and is not described within the scope and objectives of this 

draft specification. Please remove this reference to a global ISO standard 

for eTMF interoperability.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00018.

html

Per OASIS' Paul Knight:   There is no requirement 

for the TC's charter to state that there is an 

intent to submit a specification to another 

standards organization.

A                         
9/8/14

S 38.CSD1 5. Content Classification 

System

“….for a specific domain (e.g., eTMF)”. The specification concerns only one 

domain, namely eTMF. Therefore “e.g.” is not an appropriate term in this 

context. Suggestion: “for a specific domain (i.e., eTMF)”

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00016.

html

No change - CCS is a general purpose hierarchical 

classification system that supports multiple 

domains, not just the eTMF domain.

A                         
9/8/14

S 68.CSD1 5. Content Classification 

System

Can a single content file be associated with multiple documents within a 

study or across studies?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00025.

html

While system details and functionalities are to 

be determined by application developers, the 

Specificaiton allows users to have as many 

multiples of a particular content type as desired. 

Each is characterized by the metadata tags,  such 

as data, location, creator, etc. as well as through 

use of versioning.  

Rich: so I think the answer is yes, but is that true 

across studies? Not sure the spec is clear on this 

point. Need to discuss.

W
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S 37.CSD1 5.1 Classificatoin 

Categorization

The proposed classification schema, including content entities, hierarchy 

and numbering system are all helpful to promote and facilitate 

standardization of content across eTMF technologies. However, this level 

of complexity is unnecessary SOLELY for interoperability and data 

exchange, which is the remit of this OASIS Technical Committee and 

specification. The specification provides for a unique Category Code, 

representing an artifact, document, record or data item described in the 

NCI Thesaurus Enterprise Vocabulary Services. The inclusion of Primary 

Category, Subcategory and Content Type – whilst giving semblance of 

alignment with the TMF Reference Model and encouraging standardization 

of indexing – is unnecessary for interoperability and content exchange and 

adds unnecessary complication. Furthermore, it may prevent vendors that 

currently have an eTMF data model that does not include this approach 

from adopting the standard i.e. it introduced an unnecessary barrier.  For 

example:

A “Trial Team Member CV” needs only to be characterized using the 

classification code C115489. The category code T100.11.11 is not 

necessary for data exchange, neither is the Primary Category (Trial 

Management), Subcategory (Trial Team) or Content Type (Trial Team 

Member CV). If an artifact with classification code C115489 is exported 

from System A to System B, the import API of System B will know how to 

manage the object by virtue of the fact that it has classification code 

C115489 i.e. it will be handled as a Trial Team Member CV. This allows for 

complete flexibility of eTMF taxonomy by allowing vendors to choose any 

approach for content entities and hierarchy.  Implementation of the full 

proposed content entities, hierarchy and numbering system could present 

a significant barrier to adoption for many eTMF solution and should 

therefore be avoided in a global standard unless it is critical to the 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00015.

html

Proposed:  No change:

There are reasons that a hierarchical 

classification is used - such as machine 

automation of content and the ability to classify 

content within a flexible, infitely expandable 

system.  The hierarchy supports organization-

specific modifications using published rules and 

policies.  Using just a term code without 

hierarchical classification would be like going 

into a library and trying to find a book on a 

specific topic in a large pile of books.  Please 

review section 5.1.

W

S 36.CSD1 5.1.1.2 Classification Categories 

Naming Scheme

As previously stated, a taxonomy with standardized category naming is not 

essential for eTMF interoperability and content exchange. It provides 

unnecessary complexity and limits the flexibility for eTMF solution 

developers/vendors. Interoperability only requires a standardized and 

unique content classification code or ID.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00014.

html

Proposed response: No change.  Interoperability 

requires a controlled vocabulary with unique ID 

codes; the standard allows for display labels in 

any unicode supported language, with any term 

displayed.  

W

S 34.CSD1 5.1.1.4 Rules to Modify/Create 

Classification Categories 

Entities

Given that the taxonomy and vocabulary is based upon international, 

published regulatory requirements for clinical trial master file content, 

uses the NCI vocabulary, AND provides for the use of optional labels and 

other metadata to describe documents and records, the ability for an 

organization to add their own Categories, Subcategories and Content 

Types is considered unnecessary, undesirable and contrary to the 

objectives of an interoperability standard. Where a gap in the Categories, 

Subcategories and Content Types provided within the specification is 

identified by industry over time, the specification/standard should be 

revised accordingly to bridge the gap and so ensure ongoing 

interoperability and standardization. This is the approach adopted 

successfully by the TMF Reference Model where multiple individual 

organization-specific documents can be mapped to entities within the TMF 

Reference Model (artifacts) but the underlying taxonomy remains 

constant.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00012.

html

The purpose of this specification is to develop a 

standard based upon standards for clinical trial 

eTMF Systems AND allow for application 

developers and and their customers of such 

eTMF systems to tailor systems to their needs.  

Just as the Specification allows flexibility as to 

the type of operating systerm, computer 

language, or software applications used, the 

Specification  also allows organization-specific 

modifications.  

W
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S 33.CSD1 5.1.1.4 Rules to Modify/Create 

Classification Categories 

Entities

It is not understood from the text provided how allowing Organization 1 

and Organization 2 to add their own organization-specific Categories, 

Subcategories and Content Types, each with completely numbers to 

identify them, will facilitate interoperability between those 2 

organizations. Interoperability, in this scenario, would only be possible 

after a manual mapping of the content types between the two 

organizations…. a scenario that this specification is aiming to avoid.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00012.

html

Proposed change:  Add text that states 'If 

organizations decide to create org specific data, 

then the organizations involved should mutually 

agreed upon the terms'  (or something similar).

  Another possible clarification - if org specific 

metadata (or content model schema) is added, 

its not required that receiving orgs accept the 

metadata.

W

S 30.CSD1 5.2.1 Metadata Properties “If every organization uses different metadata terms (as shown in Figure 

12),”. The text should reference ‘Figure 11’ rather than ‘Figure 12’.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00011.

No Change. Figure 12 is accurately referenced. W

S 31.CSD1 5.2.1 Metadata Properties In this section, the rationale for avoiding use of dissimilar metadata is to 

“enable efficient global search, reporting, and classification of documents 

within and outside of an organization”. Given that the primary objective is 

interoperability and content exchange, it would be more appropriate to 

cite this as the rationale for avoiding dissimilar metadata terms rather 

than efficiency and productivity.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00011.

html

Proposed change:  from:  'As illustrated in the 

figure, the use of dissimilar metadata terms 

inhibits efficient search and decreases 

productivity, while the use of similar terms 

enhances search efficiency and business 

productivity'    to:  'As illustrated in the figure, 

the use of dissimilar metadata terms inhibits 

efficient search and interoperability (delete: 

W

S 32.CSD1 5.2.1 Metadata Properties Four categories of metadata are introduced in this section but the 2nd and 

3rd are combined into a single section within the bulleted list. It would be 

clearer for each category to be listed against a separate bullet.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00011.

html

Proposed change:  from: 'Finally, in order to 

allow for a flexible model..

To:  Split this bullet in two bullets, one for org 

specific metadata, one for general metadata.

W

S 81.CSD1 5.3.3 Content Model Versioning If a sponsor and CRO are both maintaining eTMFs for the same trial and 

the sponsor wants to merge, what would prevent them from duplicating 

those documents they had issued to the CRO.  E.g.: sponsor creates 

protocol and files in their own eTMF, also issues to CRO.  At end of trial 

CRO delivers a set of documents that includes that protocol.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00025.

html

This is not within the scope of a technical 

specification.  This is to be determined by the 

application developer.

W

S 87.CSD1 6.1  OASIS eTMF Data Model eTMFs contain documents of formats other than PDF.  Part 11 does not 

dictate specific file formats. [XML and PDF highlighted in line 6 of 

paragraph]

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00025.

html

Add text,'such as' prior to refernce to XML and 

PDF.  See Specification sections 1.2  Normative 

References & 6.1.1.  The Specification requires 

use of the IANA Media Types Standard, which  

includes 1,080 other media types, including MS 

Office, MPEG audio, MPEG Video, DICOM, etc. 

http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-

types/media-types.xhtml

W

S 40.CSD1 6.1 Oasis eTMF Data Model This section (4th sentence) implies that export to XML and PDF is required 

for 21CFR11 compliance. My understanding is that the requirement from 

the FDA is not a requirement contained within the Code of Federal 

Regulations Chapter 21, part 11. Furthermore, the requirement pertains 

ONLY to content that is required to be submitted to the FDA electronically 

as part of a submission. The statement is therefore misleading. In addition, 

it is not understood why requirements of the FDA are specifically cited 

within this draft specification when it is intended to be a global standard.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00017.

html

Proposed:  change from:  'For FDA part 11 

compliance, the eTMF electronic archives can be 

exported using common file formats of XML and 

PDF.'  

To:  'For example, for FDA part 11 compliance, 

the eTMF electronic archives can be exported 

using common file formats such as XML and 

PDF.'

W

S 39.CSD1 6.1 Oasis eTMF Data Model From the first sentence “The OASIS eTMF data model represents a single 

instance of an eTMF content model for a single clinical trial.”, it is not clear 

whether there can only exist one content model for a single clinical trial. 

On any given clinical trial – especially long-term trials – it may be 

necessary to revise the content model, for example, to change an object 

label. There would therefore exist more than one content model for a 

given clinical trial.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00017.

html

Proposed:  Its up to the application 

developer/implementer to specify how content 

is represented in a content model, as long as 

there is a mapping to the core set of OASIS 

content types and terms.  It is therefore possible 

to use multiple content models in a single clinical 

trial.  Ideally, parties involved in a clinical trial 

should agree on the content model(s) that will 

be used in advance of the trial.

W
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S 35.CSD1 6.1.1 Oasis eTMF Data Model 

Exchange Format

The FDA requirement for specific file formats for the Common Technical 

Document (eCTD) is not understood to be a requirement documented in 

Code of Federal Regulations Chapter 21, part 11 but simply an FDA 

requirement for eCTD submission.   It is not understood why FDA-specific 

regulatory requirements have been cited to the exclusion of requirements 

from other global regulatory agencies in this global specification / 

standard.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00013.

html

Proposed:  Remove the paranthetical comment:  

(for FDA Part 11 compliance)
W

S 29.CSD1 6.1.2 OASIS eTMF Exchange 

Package

Whilst the exchange of content between systems as a collection of folders 

via a standard ZIP file may be appropriate in some use cases, the draft 

specification does not appear to accommodate the more usual use case 

required by industry, namely the on-going, real-time exchange of content 

between eTMF systems e.g. from CRO eTMF to sponsor eTMF, or from 

investigator site eTMF (eISF) to sponsor eTMF. Exchange via ZIP files in 

these scenarios is not a practical approach.

 As a general comment, the draft specification does not appear to address 

anywhere the typical use cases that the standard is expected to operate 

within.  The use of ZIP compression software is not universally accepted in 

regulated environments as it is often very difficult to validate the end-to-

end process (there being many different “flavours” of compression and 

decompression tools).

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00010.

html

Proposed change:  In spec, clarify in sect 6.1.2 

(see fig 17)  the differences between the two 

exchange systems:  eTMF Live exchange format 

for realtime/cloud, and eTMF exchange package 

for zip or for offline.   Compression:  We support 

the standard published zip format [insert ZIP 

spec here ] Omit the . before the term zip  just 

refer to it as ZIP.

W

S 24.CSD1 6.2 Electronic & Digital 

Signatures

The content of this section (Electronic and Digital Signatures) is not 

considered to be sufficiently detailed to facilitate interoperability of 

electronic signatures between eTMF solutions or to exchange eTMF 

content whilst maintaining the integrity and compliance of those 

signatures. As an absolute minimum, I would expect the core metadata to 

require the three specific attributes mandated by 21CFR11, namely (1) the 

printed name of the signer; (2) The date and time when the signature was 

executed; and (3) The meaning (such as review, approval, responsibility, or 

authorship) associated with the signature.  Furthermore, given the 

emphasis within the specification regarding compliance with the FDA’s 

export requirement for eCTD purposes, there should be an explanation of 

how digital signatures apply in this scenario. For example, the digital 

signature applied to a Microsoft Word document would be invalidated 

when exported to PDF v1.4.  Currently, the specification does not describe 

use of electronic or digital signatures to a level necessary to facilitate 

interoperability.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00006.

html

Please review term 'digital signature' term ID: 

C80447.  Digital Signature metadata details are 

provided in the URL of the x.509 certificate 

pointed to by the metadata value for digital cert.   

It is up to the application to decide how to 

display this data or how to implement it if 

desired.  For purposes of this spec, an electronic 

signature is defined as a mark or graphic image 

on an electronic document such as a scanned 

document with a signature, or a faxed document 

with a signature.  These types of electronic 

signatures are supported by FDA and EMA today, 

and no additional metadata is required for these 

types of electronic signatures.  Adding additional 

metadata for electronic signatures on scanned or 

faxed documents is outside of the scope of this 

spec. (we need to add something like this to spec, 

and ask Peter Alterman for clarifying thoughts).   

Application developers may add additional 

metadata regarding electronic signatures.  If an 

org elects to use digital signatures, then 

mandating the capture of electronic sig 

metadata is an unnecessary burden and captures 

redundant information.  

W
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S 28.CSD1 6.2 Electronic & Digital 

Signatures

The statement “In the context of the OASIS eTMF standard content model, 

digital certificates are issued to individuals to sign electronic documents” 

is not always true. An alternative use case is for an individual to sign a 

document using a simple electronic signature, which is then certified 

(locked) using an organizational digital certificate. The digital certificate 

provides authentication that the document was electronically signed 

within the specified organization and provides for a single digital 

certificate to be used (purchased) rather than assigning a separate digital 

certificate to every user.  

The statement “digital signers are validated every time they sign” should 

be qualified. The requirement to validate on each signing activity is not 

inherent in the technology. Many digital signing solutions do not require 

use of a password out-of-the-box and/or allow the user to turn off the 

requirement to enter credentials again within a specific time period.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00009.

html

Proposed change:  In the context of the OASIS 

eTMF standard content model, digital certificates 

are used to sign electronic documents.     

Statement ' “digital signers are validated every 

time they sign” will be qualified to state 'Digital 

signatures will be validated in accordance with 

x.509 digital certificate application standards 

regarding the requirement for passwords to be 

used for digital signing.' or something similar.  

(Peter Alterman - comments?)  Specifying 

security or password policies is outside of the 

scope of this doc.

W

S 25.CSD1 6.3 Business Process Model The [TC] have provided a very detailed vocabulary and taxonomy for eTMF 

content. It is therefore very surprising that whilst a framework for use of 

business process is provided no attempt appears to have been made to 

apply standardization to ensure interoperability. The eTMF domain 

generally uses a limited set of processes and tasks that apply to 

documents and records, It would therefore be reasonable to expect the TC 

to recommend a vocabulary that ensures consistency in terminology and 

which allows for interoperability.  For example, is task “Review Complete” 

in Organization 1 the same or equivalent to “Document approved” in 

Organization 2? Is “QC Complete” in Organization 1 the same as “QC 

Complete” in Organization 2? It is vital that the meaning of tasks and 

processes used by disparate organizations are properly understood.  I 

recommend adding eTMF domain-relevant processes and tasks to the 

vocabulary, including the meaning of each process and task and a unique 

ID for each process and task.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00007.

html

For clarification:  The focus of the TC with 

respect to vocabulary is on content, not 

processes.  Its beyond the scope of this version 

of the spec to recommend or specify a 

vocabulary for processes or tasks.  The naming of 

processes and tasks is the purview of application 

developers and system implementers.

W

S 22.CSD1 7. Conformance “An implementation is a conforming eTMF Content Classification System if 

the implementation meets the conditions in section 1.1:

1.1  Conformance as an eTMF Content Classification System”

 These initial 2 lines are completely redundant as the meaning is repeated 

immediately following these 2 lines, followed by the conditions for 

conformance.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00008.

html

Proposed:  Review semantics / language for 

clarity.
W
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S 23.CSD1 7. Conformance The inclusion of section (d) is irrelevant from a content interoperability 

perspective. eTMF solutions may be required to have an extensive list of 

functionality to comply with numerous global regulatory requirements 

(including but not limited to this very US-centric legislation) but these are 

not needed within this specification.   

The inclusion of the requirement to comply with US Code of Federal 

Regulations Chapter 21 part 11 for records which may be submitted to the 

FDA is not necessary and is irrelevant from a content interoperability 

perspective. Furthermore, the citation of a US-specific law in a global 

OASIS standard is not appropriate unless all equivalent laws and 

regulations in other applicable jurisdictions are also included.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00008.

html

Change text from:  'd)  I'...where ‘individually 

identifiable health information’ is captured, 

stored or transmitted, US Department of Health 

and Human Services HIPAA privacy regulations 

and compliance policies for electronic records 

and patient protected health information (PHI) 

security must be implemented in the eTMF 

System.   For example, investigator site data may 

contain individually identifiable patient 

protected health information.  System 

protections and data management policies for 

the protection of this information must be 

implemented to be in compliance with US HIPAA 

privacy regulations. '

To proposed:  'd) '...where ‘individually 

identifiable health information’ is captured, 

stored or transmitted, regional, national or local 

regulations and laws regarding  electronic 

records and patient protected health 

information (PHI) may apply.   In some cases, 

implementations of the OASIS eTMF standard by 

organizations may have investigator site data 

with individually identifiable patient protected 

health information.  If such protected 

information is included in the eTMF, then 

system protections and data management 

policies for the protection of this information 

must be implemented to be in compliance with 

W

S 21.CSD1 Appendix A. Acknowledgments Given that this is the first public review of the draft specification, it is not 

understood why individuals and organizations who are not members of 

the OASIS eTMF Technical Committee are being acknowledged for their 

input. Were non-TC members asked to contribute to the draft 

specification? If so, why was the TMF Reference Model community not 

asked similarly to contribute formally to the TC as a non-OASIS member? It 

appears that Kerstin Forsberg (not a member of the TC, I understand) was 

asked to review the specification prior to opening of the public review 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00005.

html

Proposed:  The OASIS TC is open to all; specific 

individuals and groups that contributed to the 

spec were recognized.  FDA/PhUSE and NCI were 

major contributors to the work so they were 

recognized.  This work was in part based on TMF 

RM work, and this work is acknowledged under 

references.

W

MV 106.CSD1 B.2.2 Domain Based Metadata 

(eTMF Domain Example)

How would this work?  It is TMF specific.    [re: 'Note that the OASIS eTMF 

model can support other domains in life sciences or healthcare such as 

research and development, finance, administration, or others' highlighted]

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00025.

html

No Change. While the focus of this Specification 

is the eTMF domain, the Specification is in fact 

being  developed to enable cross domain 

interoperability.  The Core Metadata is intentded 

to be interoperable with other other metadata 

such as BRIDG, HL7, CDISC and other controlled 

vocabularies.  Interoperable metada also 

supports integration with other systems, such as 

CTMS and EDMS.  

W
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MV 54.CSD1 B.2.2 Domain Based Metadata 

(eTMF Domain Example)

The scope of the draft specification and scope of the OASIS TC is very 

specifically limited to the trial master file. It is therefore not understood 

why the first sentence in this section has been included as it has no 

relevance to the topic:    “Note that the OASIS eTMF model can support 

other domains in life sciences or healthcare such as research and 

development, finance, administration, or others.”

 This statement adds no value and could result in confusion.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00022.

html

No Change. While the focus of this Specification 

is the eTMF domain, the Specification is in fact 

being  developed to enable cross domain 

interoperability.  The Core Metadata is intentded 

to be interoperable with other other metadata 

such as BRIDG, HL7, CDISC and other controlled 

vocabularies.  Interoperable metada also 

supports integration with other systems, such as 

CTMS and EDMS.  ZACK:  While the focus of this 

Specification is the eTMF domain, the 

Specification is in fact being  developed to enable 

cross domain interoperability as noted.  The Core 

Metadata supports this as will integration of 

standards such as the OASIS CMIS standard, which 

will enable CTMS systems to be interoperable 

with eTMF systems.

W

MV 144.CSD1 B.2.2 Domain Based Metadata 

(eTMF Domain Example), 

'Credential''

Page 35 –   Comment: Credentials – Include everyone (all credentials) or 

include no one is the safe way to go. Needs to be dropped.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00029.

html

Additional discussion on Credentials is required 

by TC.  Per definition, this term works.  
W

MV 108.CSD1 B.2.2 Domain Based Metadata 

(eTMF Domain Example), 'eCTD 

Item'

This is generally not a Yes or No answer.  For example, a SAS transport file 

might not ever be included in a submission if a product is only registered in 

Europe.  Is it meant to say that this type of document has the potential for 

eCTD submission?  If so, I don’t see the value.  Also keep in mind that EU 

Clinical Trial Authorisations don’t use the eCTD format.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00025.

html

No change.  This is not a document (content 

type), rather a metadata tag used to identify that 

the noted content item may be targeted for 

export to the eCTD at a later date. This allows for 

quick identification of the documents for the 

eCTD, as well as rapid compilation of the 

documents for eCTD purposes.  Note per EMA 

eSubmissions guidance for esubmissions 

document published Aug 2011, 'Guidance for 

Industry on Providing Regulatory Information in 

Electronic Format' 'The eCTD format is regarded 

as the principal electronic submission format in 

EU and is the only electronic format that is 

W

MV 145.CSD1 B.2.2 Domain Based Metadata 

(eTMF Domain Example), 'eCTD 

Item''

Page 35 –  Comment: eCTD is insufficient. Needs to be addressed. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00029.

html

No change.  This is not a document (content 

type), rather a metadata tag used to identify that 

the noted content item may be targeted for 

export to the eCTD at a later date. This allows for 

quick identification of the documents for the 

eCTD, as well as rapid compilation of the 

documents for eCTD purposes.  Note per EMA 

eSubmissions guidance for esubmissions 

document published Aug 2011, 'Guidance for 

Industry on Providing Regulatory Information in 

Electronic Format' 'The eCTD format is regarded 

as the principal electronic submission format in 

EU and is the only electronic format that is 

W
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S 67.CSD1 B.4 Document Version 

Numbering Policies

Can you re-submit a previously submitted document with changes and 

expect it to be updated in the receiving system?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00025.

html

Proposed change:  change section b.4 from 

'Document Version Numbering Policies' to 

'Content Item Versioning Policies'.  also: Change 

sentence in this section 'There can be a new 

Minor version every time the metadata changes. 

'  to 'There is a new Minor version every time the 

metadata changes.'    Troy to investigate how to 

map/reconcile content item versioning with 

internal application versioning.  

Make it clear that the same doc can be sent with 

different metadata and or content and that this 

is supported, not an error condition.

Make it clear that the Content Item version can 

be different than the actual Document version.

W

MV 289.CSD1 C114463 'Archive' C114463   Archive can be both electronic and physical.

How to handle the TMF documentation in paper - here is only described 

for electronic archiving?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00040.

html

No action this is out of scope, although the 

application developers will want to address this 

issue more deeply relative paper archives with 

relationship to electronic archives. This is a 

specification only for digital environments.   

W

MV 778.CSD1 (9.TC) C115462 Template 

Advertisement for Subject 

Recruitment

C115462 – “Template” is not needed in the Preferred Term Template 

Advertisement for subject recruitment. 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf/2014

08/msg00004.html

Use NCI preferred term 'Clinical Trial Subject 

Recruitment Advertisement' (Code C115462) and 

change Template Advertisement for Subject 

Recruitment' to a synonym.

W

MV 203.CSD1 C115462 'Template 

Advertisement for Subject 

Recruitment'

C115462   Column C (preferred term): The word ‘template’ has not been 

used for other content types that are templates. The definition makes is 

clear that this content type is the template or sample advertising material 

so ‘template’ can be removed from the referred term.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00046.

html

Use NCI preferred term 'Clinical Trial Subject 

Recruitment Advertisement (Code C115462)' and 

change Template Advertisement for Subject 

Recruitment' to a synonym.

W

MV 357.CSD1 C115462 'Template 

Advertisement for Subject 

Recruitment'

Remove "template" as it is irrelevant as all trial and country level 

documents are templates in this section.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.

html

Use NCI preferred term 'Clinical Trial Subject 

Recruitment Advertisement (Code C115462)' and 

change Template Advertisement for Subject 

Recruitment' to a synonym.

W

MV 152.CSD1 C115462 'Template 

Advertisement for Subject 

Recruitment'

Re: C115462 Why is this content type described as 'template'? This does 

not align with the TMF RM artifact 043

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00033.

html

Use NCI preferred term 'Clinical Trial Subject 

Recruitment Advertisement' (Code C115462) and 

change Template Advertisement for Subject 

Recruitment' to a synonym.

W

MV 577.CSD1 C115462 'Template 

Advertisement for Subject 

Recruitment'

this is not a template but  the acutal advertisement material approved by 

IRB/IEC; not aware that a template of the advertisement for subject 

recruitment is  needed in the TMF

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

Use NCI preferred term 'Clinical Trial Subject 

Recruitment Advertisement' (Code C115462) and 

change Template Advertisement for Subject 

Recruitment' to a synonym.

W

MV 224.CSD1 C115466 'Import-Export 

License Application'

C115466  Column F (definition): Consider clarifying “clinical supplies”, for 

example “….supplies, including but not limited to comparator drugs, 

diagnostic equipment, laboratory equipment, IT equipment”.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00003.

html

No change. The definition for this term the noted 

items without restrictive specificity.  Looking into 

adding definitions for Clinical Supplies and 

Investigational Product.

W

MV 586.CSD1 C115466 'Import-Export 

License Application'

agree to replace "/" with "-" to reduce technical risk that special character 

can impose in system implementations (e.g. use of an artifact name in an 

auto-generated filename will cause issues on export to windows fileshare)

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

Comment read. No action.  A                         
9/8/14
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MV 290.CSD1 C115468 C115468  OK, but not only for digitals… https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00040.

html

Comment read. No action.  A                         
9/8/14

MV 294.CSD1 C115484 interim Analysis 

Programs

C115484  Very good to give interim its own section to distinguish from 

Final

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00042.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 295.CSD1 C115493 Interim Analysis 

Datasets

C115493 Very good to give interim its own section to distinguish from 

Final

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00042.

html

Comment read.  No action.  A                         
9/8/14

MV 481.CSD1 C115493 Interim Analysis 

Datasets

Important to retain in the TMF.  Could be applicable to an interim analysis 

as well as an IDMC analysis, etc.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.

Comment read.  No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 293.CSD1 C115495 Interim Analysis Raw 

Datasets

C115495 Very good to give interim its own section to distinguish from 

Final

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00042.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 479.CSD1 C115495 Interim Analysis Raw 

Datasets

Important to retain in the TMF.  Could be applicable to an interim analysis 

as well as an IDMC analysis, etc.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 276.CSD1 C115518 C115518 No comments https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00029.

Comment read. No action.  A                         
9/8/14

MV 275.CSD1 C115519  'Subject Participation 

Form'

C115519 No comments https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00029.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 660.CSD1 C115541 Lab Manual agree with artifact name change https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 210.CSD1 C115546  Central Trial Filenote C115546   Agree with proposals. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00046.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 280.CSD1 C115546 Central Trial Filenote C115546  No comments https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00033.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 229.CSD1 C115548 Regulatory Filenote C115548    No issues https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00003.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 296.CSD1 C115555 Interim Analysis 

Output

C115555 Very good to give interim its own section to distinguish from 

Final

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00042.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 177.CSD1 C115556  'Clinical Trial 

Oversight Committees' 

(subcateg)

C115556        I agree with the proposed subcategory name “Clinical Trial 

Oversight Committees” and definition.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00045.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14
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MV 664.CSD1 C115569 Laboratory Shipment 

Records

agree with artifact name change; better context https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 683.CSD1 C115590 Database 

Specification

agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 688.CSD1 C115591 External Data Transfer 

Specifications

agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

 

MV 207.CSD1 C115596 Central Trial 

Communications 

C115596    Agree with proposals. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00046.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 209.CSD1 C115597  Central Trial Meeting 

Material 

C115597    Agree with proposals. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00046.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 365.CSD1 C115597 Central Trial Meeting 

Material

There are trackers associated with the creation and distribution of central 

trial documents

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.

html

A                         
9/8/14

MV 581.CSD1 C115597 Central Trial Meeting 

Material

although the classificaton implies a central trial relationship, I agree adding 

it in the artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the 

classification context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are 

viewed outside a source categorization this becomes very important; 

adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

A                         
9/8/14

MV 279.CSD1 C115597 Central Trial Meeting 

Material 

C115597 No comments https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00033.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 226.CSD1 C115611 C115611   No issues https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00003.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 228.CSD1 C115612  Regulatory Meeting 

Material

C115612   No issues https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00003.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 700.CSD1 C115621 Randomization 

Validation

agree with the artifact name change https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 687.CSD1 C115634 Approval for Database 

Activation

agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 208.CSD1 C115638 Central Trial Tracking 

Document

C115638    Agree with proposals. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00046.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 663.CSD1 C115653 Interfacility 

Standardization Methods

agree with artifact name change; better context https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14
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MV 568.CSD1 C115657 Trial Management 

Communications

agree with new name; provides better context and specificity https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 184.CSD1 C115658  'Trial Management 

Tracking Documents'

C115658    I agree with the content proposed. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00045.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 569.CSD1 C115658 Trial Management 

Tracking Documents

agree with new name; provides better context and specificity https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 227.CSD1 C115666 Regulatory Tracking 

Document

C115666   No issues https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00003.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 274.CSD1 C115675 Subject Document 

Forms (subcateg)

C115675 No comments https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00029.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 694.CSD1 C115685 Data Validation 

Certification

agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 693.CSD1 C115687 Database Account 

Management

agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 621.CSD1 C115694 IRB-IEC Composition agree to replace "/" with "-" to reduce technical risk that special character 

can impose in system implementations (e.g. use of an artifact name in an 

auto-generated filename will cause issues on export to windows fileshare)

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 622.CSD1 C115695 IRB-IEC 

Documentation of Non-Voting 

Status

agree to replace "/" with "-" to reduce technical risk that special character 

can impose in system implementations (e.g. use of an artifact name in an 

auto-generated filename will cause issues on export to windows fileshare)

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 627.CSD1 C115699 IRB-IEC Notification of 

Trial Termination

agree to replace "/" with "-" to reduce technical risk that special character 

can impose in system implementations (e.g. use of an artifact name in an 

auto-generated filename will cause issues on export to windows fileshare)

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 285.CSD1 C115711 Acceptance of 

Investigator Brochure

C115711  No comments https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00037.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 691.CSD1 C115714 Dictionary Coding agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 298.CSD1 C115716 Submissions Non-IRB-

IEC Committees

C115716  No comments https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00043.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 690.CSD1 C115725 Serious Adverse Event 

Data Reconciliation

agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition; abbreviaitons 

should also be avoided

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 706.CSD1 C115735 Subject Evaluability 

Criteria and Subject 

Classification

agree with the artifact name change (avoid "&" in the artifact name) https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 299.CSD1 C115736 Other Approvals C115736  No comments https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00043.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14
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MV 661.CSD1 C115738 Lab Supply Import 

Documentation

agree with artifact name change; better context https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 679.CSD1 C115749 Annotated Case 

Report Form

agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 678.CSD1 C115750 CRF Completion 

Requirements

agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 689.CSD1 C115751 Data Entry Guidelines agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 677.CSD1 C115756 Data Management 

Plan

agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 692.CSD1 C115757 Database Quality Plan agree with artifact name change; artirfact should not contain explanation 

in "paranthesis"; this should be captured in the definition

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 643.CSD1 C115776 IP Randomization Plan agree with artifact name change https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 291.CSD1 C20108 C20108  No comments https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00041.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 613.CSD1 C70800 IRB-IEC Approval agree to replace "/" with "-" to reduce technical risk that special character 

can impose in system implementations (e.g. use of an artifact name in an 

auto-generated filename will cause issues on export to windows fileshare)

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.

html

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 292.CSD1 C83082 Study ID C83082  No comments https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00041.

Comment read. No action. A                         
9/8/14

MV 421.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00084.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 422.CSD1 General I am very concerned about alignment between the OASIS standards and 

the TMF Reference Model.  My company as well as hundreds of others 

have adopted the TMF Reference Model, we have also participated in the 

development of the model, and have adopted the standards from the 

model into our eTMF software.  Significant changes from the current 

structure or the artifact list itself will create many additional hours of 

unexpected work and will also put at risk the hundreds of hours of work 

that were put into the TMF Reference Model standards. 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00085.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 423.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00086.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14
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MV 424.CSD1 General I was only able to review the first couple sections.  My comments in those 

sections are attached.  Overall, it appears that there isn’t complete 

alignment with the TMF Reference Model (RM).  There are sections that 

have been deleted or lumped into other categories which is not 

appropriate.  As a user of the TMF RM, I am concerned that not all the 

artifacts in the TMF RM are available in the Oasis standard.  Please ensure 

all artifacts are represented prior to moving forward with the Oasis 

Standard.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00087.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 429.CSD1 General I was only able to review the first couple sections.  My [four] comments in 

those sections are attached.  Overall, it appears that there isn’t complete 

alignment with the TMF Reference Model (RM).  There are sections that 

have been deleted or lumped into other categories which is not 

appropriate.  As a user of the TMF RM, I am concerned that not all the 

artifacts in the TMF RM are available in the Oasis standard.  Please ensure 

all artifacts are represented prior to moving forward with the Oasis 

Standard.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00087.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 430.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00088.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 506.CSD1 General As mentioned by others...it is imperative to get alignment between the 

TMF Reference Model and the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF 

Reference Model artifact, there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The 

TMF Reference model is the collaborative work of over 350 people from 

around 200 companies.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00091.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 508.CSD1 General It is critical to get alignment between the OASIS eTMF model and the TMF 

Reference Model since many companies have made a significant 

investment in adopting the TMF Reference Model, which is a product of 

the collaborative work of more than 350 professionals from over 200 

companies.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00093.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 509.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies.

I use the reference model and have introduced this model to several 

companies I have consulted for.  I intend to continue using it.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00094.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 510.CSD1 General Many consolidated efforts have contributed to the development of the 

TMF Reference Model - particular gratitude to the leaders of the group 

and sub-groups. 

The TMF RM has spoken a global language to support synergy of efforts, as 

is anticipated for the OASIS eTMF Model.  Motivations of best outcomes 

and greater development over the next 5-10 years are supported by the 

two models aligning. Other alternatives only appear to bring an opposite 

result.

Please do count us in to support this positive step.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00095.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 512.CSD1 General It is a key concern for both software vendors and sponsors that there is a 

fundamental alignment between the TMF Reference Model, which is in 

place in the large majority of eTMF implementations, and the OASIS eTMF 

Model to ensure that the interoperability standard can be achieved AND 

maintained.  This requires compromise and communication across both 

models, as the interest is

As we have seen with the research done around eCTD, interoperability is a 

huge challenge and presents extreme risk for many sponsors when 

considering content or technology transfers. 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00097.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14
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MV 536.CSD1 General As many companies are aligned with the TMF Reference Model, it is 

imperative ensure alignment between the TMF Reference Model and the 

OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, there 

is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is the 

collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies and 

reflects the current industry needs.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00100.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 537.CSD1 General It seems the TMF Reference Model and OASIS eTMF model are not well 

aligned, specifically, with the numbering schema.  The category code 

doesn’t match the RM artifact #, as OASIS primary categories are 3-digit, 

whereas the corresponding RM zone is 2-digit; additionally, the sequencing 

is not matched.   For example, TMF Plan in the OASIS model is T100.10.10, 

while it is 01.01.01 in the TMF RM. 

As the TMF RM is the collaborative work of over 350 people and from 

~200 companies, representing Pharma, Biotech, CROs and eTMF vendors, 

it is being highly adopted across the industry; abandoning already existing 

and asking the industry to adopt new taxonomy is not recommended.  

Please remain consistent.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00101.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 538.CSD1 General As expressed by others, it is imperative to ensure alignment between the 

TMF Reference Model and the OASIS eTMF Model.   The TMF Reference 

Model has been adopted or leveraged by many organizations and 

represents the input and experience of over 350 industry representatives 

from around 200 companies.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00102.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 542.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00106.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 543.CSD1 General As a vendor developing systems for managing content, records and 

processes in a number of areas of the Life Science value chain we are 

particularly interested in the establishment of standards. We have 

participated in the eTMF Reference model development and observed its 

development over the years that the group has been operating. Over this 

time the model has matured with experience being fed into it over time 

leading to improvements. It is imperative that any standards initiative 

builds upon this experience. OASIS brings experience from the standards 

development world which can again lead to a refinement of the standard, 

so long as alignment is built into the process.

As we as vendors look to develop systems based around the standard in 

order that clients can implement quicker and less expensively there is only 

one thing worse than not having a Standard to work with and that is 

having more than one Standard to choose from !

Over time it can only lead to fragmentation in the initial phase and then 

wasted effort across the industry until alignment or victory is achieved 

within the standards world. Let us learn from the past lessons of 

duplication of effort and build in that alignment from the beginning. There 

is then a better chance of achieving a universal standard to move forward 

with. That way vendors of systems can avoid the dilemma of having to 

select the path to take and clients/implementers can be less concerned 

about picking the “Betamax” equivalent and having to change later on.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00107.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14
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MV 544.CSD1 General While I agree with the objectives of this project, it is important to note 

that many of us are using the TMF reference model.   It is imperative to 

get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and the OASIS eTMF 

Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, there is a related 

entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is the collaborative 

work of over 350 people from around 200 companies.   If you do not align 

to the model, those of us who created systems based on the model will be 

out of sync.  Impact major  

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00108.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

MV 545.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies. 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00109.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 311.CSD1 General We think it is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference 

Model and the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model 

artifact, there is a related entry or reference in the OASIS Model. This is 

important for the overall standardisation and the consistency of content 

across the respective models. The TMF Reference model is the 

collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies and 

because of that worth to be recognised for any other standardisation 

initiatives.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00054.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 312.CSD1 General
‘It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies’

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00055.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 313.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00056.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 315.CSD1 General Please remember that when authoring this specification document and 

matching industry vocabulary, that it is imperative to get alignment 

between the TMF Reference Model and the OASIS eTMF Model, so that 

for every TMF Reference Model artefact, there is a related entry in the 

OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is the collaborative work of over 

350 people from around 200 companies, and is implemented in slight 

variations within many CRO, Biotech and Pharma companies. The impact 

that this specification would have on the eTMF systems currently in place 

needs to be considered more carefully and with more in depth research.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00057.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 316.CSD1 General We believe that any interoperability standard for eTMF should begin with 

the work of the DIA Reference Model as many companies have built their 

TMF structure around it.   The Oasis initiative has not gone down that 

route and appears is focused on detailed technical specifications without 

first aligning with the business requirements.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00058.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 318.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00060.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14
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S 319.CSD1 General The momentum behind the TMF Reference Model from contributors and 

users within all walks of our industry, combined with the positive feedback 

being generated from regulatory agencies, leads me to suggest that a 

technical interoperability standard really must be aligned with this widely 

adopted model.  In order to be viable in practice, the OASIS model must 

take into account the collaborative work of more than 350 hands-on 

experts representing 200+ organisations. 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00061.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 320.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies – 

this was an important effort and to throw this consensus away for no 

apparent reason is inefficient and inconsiderate to those involved. 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00062.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 322.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies’

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00063.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 323.CSD1 General Regarding “The TMF Reference model is the collaborative work of over 

350 people from around 200 companies and because of that worth to be 

recognised for any other standardisation initiatives.”  VERY TRUE.  

TMF Reference Model has been my back bone for all the studies  that I 

have been working on from the time it was launched. I call it “ TMF-Bible” .

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00064.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 324.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00065.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14
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S 327.CSD1 General As the Chairman of the TMF Reference Model Steering Committee and the 

co-Chair of the TMF Reference Model, I am writing to express my overall 

concern regarding the lack of alignment between the TMF Reference 

Model and the OASIS eTMF Standard.

The TMF Reference model was born out of a DIA special interest group in 

2009, and has released versions 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 2.0 since then.  Number 

of individuals who have ever been on the TMF Reference Model = 454.

Number of currently members who are part of the ongoing 

communications= 364

Total number of companies represented since inception = 203

Companies represented listed below:

Aastrom, BD, Clinipace, Eli Lilly, Genzyme, ISI, Mcdougall Scientific

Paragon, QC2, Shire, United Therapeutics, Abbott, Biogen Idec, Cognizant, 

EMA, Gilead, J & J, Medidata, Parexel, Quanticate, Sidley austin, URL 

Pharma, Abbvie, Bioventus, Consultant, EMC, 

Janssen, Medimmune, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Quintiles

Site - Australia, Veeva, Actelion, Bluebird, Cordis, EMD Serono, Glemser, 

Medi-San, Pfizer, Rammell Consulting, Smith & Nephew (devices), Vernalis, 

Adamas Consulting, Boehringer Ingelheim, Corementum, Endocyte, Global 

Clincial Conenctions, Kanglaite, 

MedNet Solutions, Pfizer, Regeneron, Solvay, Vertex, Advance research 

associates, Covance, ePharma Solutions, Grunenthal, 

Kendle, Medtronics, Pharma Compliance, Registrat-MAP, 

Spectrum, Wingspan, Akros Pharma, Cadence Pharmaceuticals, 

CRIX International - Quintiles, Epson & St Helliers NHS Trust, GSK

Kids Research Inst, NSW, Merck, Pharmacovigilant, Riverdale Assn, 

St Vincents, Melbourne, WIPRO, Alexion, Cambridge Cognition, 

CSC, eRegulatory Submission, GXPi, Kings College, MHRA, Pharmanet, 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00068.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 328.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00069.

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 334.CSD1 General It is imperative to get alignment between the TMF Reference Model and 

the OASIS eTMF Model, so that for every TMF Reference Model artifact, 

there is a related entry in the OASIS Model. The TMF Reference model is 

the collaborative work of over 350 people from around 200 companies

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00073.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

S 539.CSD1 General The TMF Reference model represents the collective input of over 300 

subject matter experts at large and small Pharma, CROs, and vendors. The 

model was developed with a vision in mind to accomplish the following:

-      improve collaboration related to drugs co-development

-      enhance interaction with health authorities during regulatory 

inspections or approval

-      simplify data exchange operations between sponsors and service 

providers

-      introduce efficiencies in Trial Master Files management

-      Establish a scalable standard applicable to paper and electronic TMFs

Any deviation or misalignment with the TMF Reference Model V2.0, 

should be rejected. Since it will undermine the work of many professionals 

affiliated with over 200 organization and will for certain lead to minimal 

adoption. It is my hope, the OASIS team would reconsider the 

interoperability approach and adopt the TMF Reference as the foundation. 

I believe the initial work is encouraging, but we need OASIS to commit to 

maintaining alignment with the TMF Reference Model throughout the 

entire development process.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00103.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14
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S 825.CSD1 General Wanted to provide feedback on the OASIS eTMF Model and ensure that 

the Model aligns with the TMF Reference Model artifact description and 

detail, as the work of the TMF Reference Model has input from over 350 

folks across the industry and is regarded highly in the work that we do 

every day with trial master files.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00117.

html

“All of the TMF RM v2.0 artifacts will be included 

as available content types in the OASIS eTMF 

Standard specification.”

A                         
9/8/14

zduplicate 213.CSD1 [no comment attached or in body of email.  Sender notified.] https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00001.

html

No comment attached or in body of email.  

Sender notified by Alpert.
A                         

9/8/14

zduplicate 403.CSD1 C115748, C115730 Do not use "Documents" in the preferred term…Use TMF RM term. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.

html

Duplicate entry. See 466.CSD1  https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.html and  See 

486.CSD1     https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.html

A                         
9/8/14

zduplicate 402.CSD1 C115681 Data Management 

Communications and Tracking, 

C115729, C115742

Name of sub category is not reflective of the content within as it is missing 

the meeting documentation and filenotes. Add "meeting documentation 

and file notes" into the description.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.

html

Duplicate entry. See 475.CSD1   https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.html

A                         
9/8/14

zduplicate 399.CSD1 C115706 IP Documents 

Communications and Tracking 

(subcateg), C115727, C115640

Name of sub category is not reflective of the content within as it is missing 

the meeting documentation and filenotes. Add "meeting documentation 

and file notes" into the description.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.

html

Duplicate entry.  See 443.CSD1    

https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.html

A                         
9/8/14

zduplicate 462.CSD1 C115744 Vendor Oversight Add synonym "Vendor Oversight Plan" which was removed from C115777 https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.

html

Duplicate entry.  See 400.CSD1   

https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.html

A                         
9/8/14

zduplicate 431.CSD1 C115781  Site Management 

Communications and Tracking

Name of sub category is not reflective of the content within as it is missing 

the meeting documentation and filenotes. Add "meeting documentation 

and file notes" into the description.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.

html

Duplcate entry.  See 397.CSD1   https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.html

A                         
9/8/14

zduplicate 742.CSD1 duplicate C115658 – Items in this definition are too broad.  Suggest trip reports and 

investigator initiation move to a site management section rather than the 

trial tracking area

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00114.

html

Duplicate entry. See 741.CSD1   https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00113.html

A                         
9/8/14

zduplicate 808.CSD1 duplicate C80447 – include electronic signature as well https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf/2014

08/msg00006.html

Duplicate entry.  See 807.CSD1 and 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf/201408/msg00006.html

A                         
9/8/14

zduplicate 820.CSD1 duplicate All contents in this comment (link) are duplicates of comments contained 

in https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/etmf/201408/msg00007.html

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf/2014

08/msg00009.html

All contents in this comment (link) are duplicates 

of comments contained in https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf/201408/msg00007.html

A                         
9/8/14

zduplicate 513.CSD1 Duplicate Duplicate entry. See https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00091.html

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00098.

html

Duplicate entry. See https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00091.html

A                         
9/8/14
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